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About This Game

Terra Mystica is a strategy game with a simple game principle and very little luck involved: You govern one of 20 factions
trying to transform the Landscape on the game board in your favor in order to build your Structures. On the one hand, proximity
to other players limits your options for further expansion, on the other hand though, it provides some benefits during the game.

This conflict is the source of Terra Mystica's appeal.
Structures may be upgraded to provide even more resources, like Workers, Pries

The 20 artfully designed factions, each having unique special abilities, as well as the exchangeable bonus cards allow for a large
number of possible game plays that constantly keep this game entertaining!

Features of Terra Mystica:

Includes the Add On "Fire & Ice"

- easy to learn: the interactive Tutorial helps to get a start in this deep strategy game
- hard to master: Enormous depth and interesting decisions without being too complex to understand. The best strategy always

wins!
- replayability: always changing and challenging game experience with new combinations. You want to try all fantasy races! An

ideal game for hardcore gamers!
- challenging developments: only strategy and tactics count - not luck!

- game replays: Analyse your best games or learn tricks from the pro settlers
- multiplayer: Challenge the best players across all platforms world wide or play against your family and friends

- three computer difficulties: Try to beat the computer opponent
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- newest update: This game uses the newest rules edition of the board
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Title: Terra Mystica
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
DIGIDICED
Publisher:
DIGIDICED
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017
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English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Korean,Russian
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You're basically dropped into one of two maps where you drive a car with borderline controls against a group of cars that
basically just sit there. At first I thought I was on a team, because all the cars are the same color and a lot of the cars wont attack
you. After a sec I figured it must be straight up deathmatch. I get points regardless who I kill, enemies seem to respawn but you
do not and although most cars avoid you and run into the borderwall and just sit there, others will attack you quite effectively.
Cars have a lot of health and the guns are meh. The second level was so dark I couldn't play it so I gave up pretty quickly with it.
I have to say that controlling the car is the only thing remotely fun about the game and its such a small map that you really don't
have the ability to, well, drive around and get a feel for it. This really feels more like a demo than a game. I guess for a dollar I
shouldn't complain but with all the "Hey this game is great you should buy it" comments I felt obligated to lay down the truth.
Menu music is pretty cool.. I'm a pretty big GOT fan, but this game makes no sense to me. The event cards are completely
random and nonsensical. On top of that, the dialogue options are laughably vague. I know it's just four bucks, but don't waste
your money on this game.. Picture is poor, crashing every time. This is a game, that while I enjoy it conceptually, and the first
two songs, I find that I can't recommend it to anyone except experienced pianists (or keyboardists). With there only being the
seven songs, four in story and three in arcade, the difficulty after the first song is absolutely brutal to the point where as an
amateur, although experienced with other music games, I find that I can't complete more than the first two songs of the story,
and the first in arcade. The second of the three arcade songs is particularly ludicrous for anyone starting out (and I haven't even
tried checking the third)

In regards to the difficulty of the 'haunting' of the songs being procedurally generated, I can't really say that I experienced it at
all, as the experience was all but identical for about 80% of the playthrough, with the alternate effects I was struck with making
it either easier by having the harder effects for that song coming early, or impossible by having certain ones happening in
difficulty stretches. However I would not say it was one way or another from my playing to that point.

With the effects themselves, there is one particular mechanic which makes the game unplayable in my opinion, where you
successfully play a note, however an echo of the note you have to play remains and then plummits off the board, causing you to
'miss' which both breaks your combos and pushes you towards a loss. Having this happen mutliple times in a row, particularly
when you're trying to rebuild concentration after a tough section can easily wipe you.. This "game" has everything

20 FPS

Low Graphics

No Servers

And last but not least, the horrible gameplay
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luckily i didn't pay for this game
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First Impressions: This is a great game. Looks like Risk of Rain, but even more chaotic, and levels!

Pros:
Fast Paced action
Upgradeable skills
Great boss battles
Online Co-Op
Great music, Needs more though.

Cons:
Buggy. (I've lost my saves 2 or 3 times, one of them that was around 75% complete. Additionally, when hosting, your save
overwrites the other players save, but keeps their levels and gears.)
Multiplayer and Single Player games ARE NOT separate on the same profile.
Repetitive. Arenas can only be played so many times before you run out of things to play.

Total: 7\/10, because of bugginess. Definitely something I"ll come back to after it finishes.. Beat The Clock.. The game
misleadingly says it features single player content, however this is wholly unavailable other than voting on previous card matches
in which you pick the predetermined selection of three cards you think won when it was played in multiplayer. This has little
entertainment value beyond a couple of minutes.

There are no players in the multiplayer lobby for this game, making it unplayable. Probably the biggest waste of money on
Steam right now. Borderline scam that it continues to be sold when it's impossible to play.. The only problem that Ive had is that
the UP Extra 3200 west part 2 will no load quoting\/ unable to load file Tracks.bin-. The gameplay is essentially Bejeweled
twist, but with a Square Enix RPG encapsulating it all. Worth getting if you enjoy both company's works. I accidenally got this
in a pack with something else and was pleasantly surprised.. Honestly my favourite game in the entire world! I could play this
for hours and hours! 10/10 definitely worth the price!!!!!. Awesome Game!. While the game doesn't look as good as Xcom and
is maybe not as deep as Xcom the combat is suprinsingly fun. As every single bullet of an attack has got its seperate chance to
hit RNG is mitigate. Your soldiers can take a few hits and heal relativly quickly. So unlike Xcom there are actual firefights and
not the rinse and repeat of kill the whole pod on activation or suffer..

If you want a more aggressive combat than you can find in Xcom give this game a try.. regret buying this game even tho i
bought it on sale
the girl has no pride whatsoever
they easily fall in love
simpley boring as hell
the characters are unlikable. the game is kinda good but if i start to actually play the levels it glithes out and i have to restart my
entire labtop.

Patch 1.31:
- fixed Cultists being asked to gain power for own buildings. Terra Mystica 1.27:
- fixed the free spade issue and added localization. Terra Mystica Version 40:
- Fixed vulcan factions crashing online games when having to pick a color
- Acolytes can now split cult gains acquired through bonus spades at the end of a round (only for newly created games)
- Riverwalkers now correctly start with only 1 Priest
- Riverwalkers can now get a new terrain type from a conversion
- Undoing when placing a house as a Riverwalker now works
- Fixed buildable Fields sometimes not showing up for Riverwalkers
- Fixed Settlement scoring
- Fixed a display error on the Yeti board
- Fixed bug with Giants not getting points for digging with Workers
- Fixed a bug where you would sometimes pay full price for a Tradehouse connected to another player through a Bridge
- Merged cult gains into one action to prevent problems when reaching multiple top position of the Cult track
- Fixed pressing undo during animations could lead to illegal states in local games. Controller support now in beta:
We just put a new version live. It fixes quite a few bugs related to fire and ice and adds controller support in a beta stage.. 
Patchnotes 1.20:
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Hello to our Italian friends - we just added Italian language and squished a few bugs while we were at it.

- Italian language added
- AI optimization (almost doubled the number of calculations)
- resources gained by cults at the end of the round are now displayed correctly
- fixed the cost display for Darkling terraforming
- shortcuts are now disabled while typing feedback on standalone versions. Patchnotes 1.25:
- fixed Mermaid bug that enabled to always build a town with only 3 buildings when using their ability
- fixed an UI bug that enabled you to take an action of an opponent which the server would refuse.
- turned the Cult track into landscape position to make it completely visible
- added the possibility to write notes for each games to distinguish games better
- shovels received as cult bonus are now optional for games created with v1.25+
- minor console improvements
- fixed the clock being swapped with another player when passing for a bonus tile
- fixed a bug where building a city with the mermaid ability after building something that triggered power gains would cause the
game not to accept the move.
- added the option to add AI opponents on casual games

- added Fire&Ice (BETA) for local games. Expect bugs and missing localization
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